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Background 
�  Assumption: There exists heterogeneity in treatment 

effectiveness among subgroups of  patients. 

�  Thus, the key is to identify subgroups that are more 
likely to respond to a drug. 

�  Subgroup analyses have 3 major concerns: 
�  Multiplicity: test statistics are highly correlated; traditional 

corrections may lose too much power; 

�  Uncertainty in number of  subgroups; making multiplicity 
adjustment hard; 

�  Possibly insufficient sample sizes in each subgroup; loss of  
power 
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RCT settings 
�  Y: continuous 

�  X: biomarkers to define subgroups 

�  T: control (0) vs. treatment (1) 

�  Interest: whether there are differential treatment 
effects for subgroups defined by X 
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Prognostic vs Predictive 

�  A prognostic biomarker provides information about overall outcome, 
regardless of treatment. 

�  A predictive biomarker gives information about the subgroup-specific 
treatment effect.  4 



Predictive effect (Si
h,j) Prognostic effect (Bi

l,k) 

�  Yi is response, Si
h,j is predictive effect, Bi

l,k is prognostic effect 

�  Xij: biomarkers (= 0 or 1), i = 1…n for subjects, j = 1… m for 
biomarkers 

�  Similar for Xik 

�  Submodels: h = 1...5, l = 1, 2 (will explain later) 

�  Each S or B only considers one biomarker 5 

Subgroup 1 (Xi,j=0) Subgroup 2 (Xi,j=1) 

For jth biomarker (Xij) For kth biomarker (Xik) 

Subgroup 1 (Xi,k=0) Subgroup 2 (Xi,k=1) 



5 types of  predictive effects (Si
h,j) 

No trt effect in  
Two subgroups 

Xij = 1 Xij = 0 

Only overall  
Trt effect 

Different trt effects 
 in two subgroups 

Xij = 1 Xij = 0 Xij = 1 Xij = 0 

Non-zero trt effect  
In X = 0 subgroup 

Non-zero trt effect 
In X = 1 subgroup 
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Xij = 1 Xij = 0 Xij = 1 Xij = 0 

1 1 m m m + + + + 

= 2 + 3m distinct model with various predictive types and biomarkers  

h = 1 h = 2 h = 3 h = 4 h = 5 



2 types of  Prognostic Effects (Bi
l,k) 

Only overall effect 

Xik = 1 Xik = 0 

2 subgroups have  
Different effect;  
no trt effect involved 
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1 m 

Xik = 1 Xik = 0 

k = 1 k = 2 



�  In total, we will have (2+3m)*(1+m) = 2+5m+3m2 
final models.   

�  Later, we will assign priors to S, B and their 
parameters. 

�  In the end, we could calculate posterior probability 
for all models, from where treatment effect in 
subgroups could be evaluated. 
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Simulation settings 

�  32 Biomarkers:  
�  Gene 1: SNP1, SNP2, SNP3, SNP4, SNP5, SNP6, SNP7, SNP8,  

�  …,  

�  Gene 4: SNP25, SNP26, SNP27, SNP28, SNP29, SNP30, SNP31, SNP32 

�  Will generate four type of  responses (Ya, Yb, Yc, Yd) 

�  With m = 32, there are 3234 distinct models to be evaluated 

�  Goal: evaluate posterior probability for each model and subgroup 
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Prediction 
Biomarker 

No Prediction 
Biomarker 

Prognosis 
Biomarker 

Yb 
SNP13, SNP7 

Ya 
SNP31 

No Prognosis 
Biomarker 

Yc 
SNP23, SNP27 

Yd 

Four simulation scenarios 
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Ya 

Yb 

Yc 

Yd 



Priors to models 

0.5 0.5/m 

0.4 0.3 0.3/m 

Pr(Bi) 

Pr(Si) 

Pr(Mi) = Pr(Bi) * Pr(Si)   
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Priors to parameters 

For the choices of  3 hyperparameters, simply maximize the marginal likelihood 
(a very aggressive way in order to detect subgroup treatment effects):  
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Posterior estimates 

Pr(Model k) 

Pr(Trt effect = TRUE for subject i) 

Mean trt effect for subject i 

Pr(Trt effect = TRUE for subgroup j) 

Mean trt effect for subgroup j 
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Model Posterior Probability 
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Yc has two predictive SNPs (23 and 27). So the single-factor splitting  
assumption for current models is not valid. 
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Posterior Probability  
of  non-zero trt effect 

& 
mean trt effect  
for individuals 
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All 4 senarios have some treatment effect, so all P should >> 0. 20 



Posterior Probability of   
non-zero trt effect 

for subgroup j 
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Other topics in paper 
�  Defining subgroups by more than 1 SNPs (tree-

based model) 

�  Choices of  priors based on biological (genetic) 
information 
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Thoughts 
�  Avoid the multiple testing 

�  The simulation data are too simple, though considering 
correlations of  SNPs 

�  May include more simulation scenarios (e.g. no overall 
treatment effect at all) 

�  Applications to real data 

�  Subgroup effects (j) in connection to personalized 
medicine (i) 

�  Feature screening and selections 

�  Validity of  tree-based subgroup identification 
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Thank You 
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